
Calculate:

(a)   2.5 × 100
(b)   940 ÷ 100
(c) 70 ÷ 1000

Calculate:

(a) 18 × 1000
(b)   15000 ÷ 100
(c) 400 ÷ 10

What is the value of 
the 3 in:

4537

Explain what would you do 
differently when answering 
these questions:

34.5 x 10
34.5 ÷ 10

Penny writes
2.54 × 10 = 25.4.  
Kenny writes
2.54 × 10 = 25.40.  
who do you agree with?
Explain why.

What’s the biggest
number you can make using 
these digits?

4, 8, 3, 7, 1
What’s the smallest? What do 
you notice? Can you explain 
why?

Ailsa says that

2.8 x 100 = 28 x 10

Explain why this works.
Create similar questions    
to show this.

Chris describes multiplying any 
number by ten:
“We just move the decimal 
point to the right”

Explain what is wrong with this 
description and write a better 
description.

Eva calculates 
the following:

3.5 × 10 = 3.50

Explain the mistake she 
has made.



(a)   250
(b)   9.4
(c) 0.07

(a) 18000
(b)   150
(c) 40

3 tens or thirty

34.5 x 10 - The number is 
being made 10 times larger so 
the numbers move one place 
value column to the left.
34.5 ÷ 10 - The number is 
being made 10 times smaller so 
the numbers move one place 
value column to the right.

They are both correct. 
However, Kenny did not 
need to write the zero in 
the hundredths column as 
it has no value and doesn’t 
hold a place value column.

Biggest = 87431
Smallest = 13478

The digits are reversed.
The place value columns to the 
left have the highest value, 
decreasing by powers of ten to 
the right.

Because 
2.8 has been multiplied by 10
to get 28 and 100 has been 
divided by 10 to get 10.

These two operations (x10 ÷10)  
cancel each other out.

The decimal point does not 
move. It is the numbers that 
change place value column.

“We move all of the digits one 
place value column to the left”

Eva has just “added a zero 
on the end” which does 
not work when multiplying  
decimals.
The answer is 35.


